
4/7/2014 12:59:
45 5

national visibility for your station,
improved coverage of your
region, training for station news
staff, coordination of national and
local coverage

small (1-3 full-
time staffers)

4/7/2014 13:00:
32 3

national visibility for your station,
better communication from NPR
about coverage and
programming, training for station
news staff, resource sharing and
increased efficiency, coordination
of national and local coverage

Not especially.  They call us for
spots during breaking news, and
we pitch them spots and
features.  Beyond that, there is
not much communication.

small (1-3 full-
time staffers)

4/7/2014 13:02:
32 5

national visibility for your station,
improved coverage of your
region, training for station news
staff, resource sharing and
increased efficiency, coordination
of national and local coverage

Sort of, but it's mostly a one-way
street at this point. It's a very
large priority for us to sell NPR's
national content to our audience
as important to their daily lives
just as much as our regional
coverage is, but we still don't
seem to have developed many
immediate lines of
communication between our
station and NPR.
 
We're pretty much the only NPR
station for the entirety of West
Texas, so it would be nice to
hear more regular updates on
what NPR reporters are looking
to cover in this area and how we
can contribute.

small (1-3 full-
time staffers)

Timestamp

Is more
collaboration
between NPR
and member

stations
needed?

If you have been part of a
collaboration with NPR or

another partner, what have been
the elements of success or

factors to failure?

What does your newsroom most
want to get out of collaboration

with NPR?

Would you characterize your
current relationship with NPR as

collaborative?

What size is
your

newsroom? What did we forget to ask?



4/7/2014 13:10:
01 5

We were part of an LJC. Having
systems for communication and
sharing content in place and
used by all were extremely
important, and led to more
communication and sharing of
content.

national visibility for your station,
improved coverage of your
region, better communication
from NPR about coverage and
programming, training for station
news staff, resource sharing and
increased efficiency, coordination
of national and local coverage

I would encourage NPR to not
think about collaboration as a
project with a beginning and end,
but as an ongoing process.
Things like LJCs and State
Impact project have been great,
and led to better collaboration,
but, in my experience have not
lasted at the level they could
have if systems were kept in
place. So, I encourage NPR to
put systems in place to
encourage collaboration between
stations and between NPR and
stations. System building can
start slow and small and doesn't
necessarily need to take up a lot
of resources at first.

medium (4-7
full-time
staffers)

I would like to see more sharing
of content between local stations
that aren't necessarily in the
same region, but have coverage
topics of interest in common --
like military matters, education
issues, energy issues,
environmental issues. If NPR was
involved in more station-to-station
content sharing, the network
would benefit as well.

4/7/2014 13:20:
31 3

better communication from NPR
about coverage and
programming, training for station
news staff

I don't know how to answer this
question. While I have
tremendous respect for NPR, my
staff is too busy with
local/regional/statewide content
to devote much time to thinking
about collaboration.

small (1-3 full-
time staffers)

What is the ACTUAL purpose of
this "collaboration?" I'm still not
clear. Call me an "old-school"
thinker if you will. My approach
has been to (mostly) wait for NPR
to call if the network wants a
news spot or longer piece on an
issue that could be interesting to
a national audience. I spend most
of my time worrying about what
fills the newscasts and local time
on the news magazines, rather
than worry about what the
newsroom could sell to NPR.

4/7/2014 14:28:
17 4

Successes have been increased
reporting capacity, increased
content and not duplicating
efforts.
Failures have included poor
communication leading to
different expectations of
deliverables, inability of partners
to make deadlines, and reporters
dealing with the stress of having
to report to more than one
editor/boss.

national visibility for your station,
improved coverage of your
region, better communication
from NPR about coverage and
programming, resource sharing
and increased efficiency,
coordination of national and local
coverage

More so all the time, in a good
way.

large (8 or more
full-time
staffers)

Timestamp

Is more
collaboration
between NPR
and member

stations
needed?

If you have been part of a
collaboration with NPR or

another partner, what have been
the elements of success or

factors to failure?

What does your newsroom most
want to get out of collaboration

with NPR?

Would you characterize your
current relationship with NPR as

collaborative?

What size is
your

newsroom? What did we forget to ask?



4/7/2014 13:36:
17 4

Success: Leveraging the
capacity of a partner to produce
more content. Also, tapping
information and skills that we
don't have.
 
Failure: Added time managing
collaborations that yield few
benefits.

training for station news staff,
resource sharing and increased
efficiency Only through the bureau chief.

large (8 or more
full-time
staffers)

4/7/2014 13:49:
11 3

1. Trust
2. Trust
3. Trust
4. Did I mention trust?
5. Communication early and
often
6. Shared staffing not duplicative
staffing

better communication from NPR
about coverage and
programming, resource sharing
and increased efficiency,
coordination of national and local
coverage

no.  we get contacted when NPR
wants something.  there's no
inquiry about what we're covering
and how we can work together

large (8 or more
full-time
staffers)

4/7/2014 13:54:
52 4

Have partnered with other
stations in our state.  Successful
when everyone contributes
equally and actually shares what
they have promised to share. Not
so successful when some
stations withhold stories for
reasons of competition, for
example stations in the same
market.

national visibility for your station,
improved coverage of your
region, better communication
from NPR about coverage and
programming, training for station
news staff, resource sharing and
increased efficiency, coordination
of national and local coverage

Ostensibly so, but not always in
practice.  NPR gives lip-service
to "collaboration" but, frequently
sends reporters into our region to
cover stories without our having
any knowledge.  Apparently the
producers and reporters feel they
can do a better job and don't
need our assistance or even the
courtesy of notification. Also,
NPR tends to play favorites with
stations they have worked with in
the past, especially where
current NPR staffers may have
worked.

small (1-3 full-
time staffers)

4/7/2014 14:46:
43 5

Our local partnerships expand
our news coverage of breaking
news, allows various
perspectives and provides us
with local experts in their field of
coverage.... some of that content
is fed straight to our website or
used during newscasts on-air.
Other past projects I have been
involved with at NPR have
expanded my knowledge and
allowed me to use my talent to
further NPR's project while giving
NPR valuable information and/or
data.

improved coverage of your
region, better communication
from NPR about coverage and
programming, training for station
news staff, resource sharing and
increased efficiency

Not really.... we pitch stories to
them and occasionally one might
get picked up....... There has
never been an approach of "hey
(station) there is a story breaking
in your back yard, how are we
going to cover this for your air
and national?"

medium (4-7
full-time
staffers)

Timestamp

Is more
collaboration
between NPR
and member

stations
needed?

If you have been part of a
collaboration with NPR or

another partner, what have been
the elements of success or

factors to failure?

What does your newsroom most
want to get out of collaboration

with NPR?

Would you characterize your
current relationship with NPR as

collaborative?

What size is
your

newsroom? What did we forget to ask?



4/7/2014 15:09:
40 5

We've had successful
collaborations with our statewide
network due to file sharing.
We've had good outreach from
Here & Now and APM programs
such as Marketplace.
Surprisingly, outreach by NPR
has been non-existent. The Local
Journalism Centers are an
excellent example of success. I'd
suggest contacting leaders of the
LJCs that are still intact and
follow their model. In the email
announcing this collaborative
project, NPR put "true network"
in quotation marks - so here's
hoping we can achieve that goal.

improved coverage of your
region, training for station news
staff, resource sharing and
increased efficiency, coordination
of national and local coverage

No, our relationship is not a
collaborative one with NPR.
Even though our network covers
a region larger than 10 states, or
roughly the size of West Virginia,
we have little contact with NPR.
We're on their mass mailing list,
but we've received only a few
individual emails from the
Southern Bureau chief over the
past 8 years. (In fact, we weren't
even on the bureau's email list
first announcing this
collaboration.) And we do
produce news. We produce daily
newscasts and weekly features
at a rate that belies our small
newsroom size. We're a member
of the largest regional LJC. Our
news department has had
positive collaborations with Here
& Now, APM, and the LJCs. Our
relationship with our assigned
bureau has been lacking, with
very little direct outreach and no
training.

small (1-3 full-
time staffers)

We're enthusiastic about this
project, and hope it's a great
success. What are the next
steps?

4/7/2014 21:50:
54 4

Clear expectations and roles,
open communication, mutual
respect, mutual benefit

national visibility for your station,
improved coverage of your
region, better communication
from NPR about coverage and
programming, training for station
news staff, resource sharing and
increased efficiency, coordination
of national and local coverage

No.  Generally, we get a call or
email when they need
something.

medium (4-7
full-time
staffers)

4/8/2014 18:36:
18 3

national visibility for your station,
better communication from NPR
about coverage and
programming, training for station
news staff, resource sharing and
increased efficiency

No.  Better communication - in
both directions - is needed.

small (1-3 full-
time staffers)

Timestamp

Is more
collaboration
between NPR
and member

stations
needed?

If you have been part of a
collaboration with NPR or

another partner, what have been
the elements of success or

factors to failure?

What does your newsroom most
want to get out of collaboration

with NPR?

Would you characterize your
current relationship with NPR as

collaborative?

What size is
your

newsroom? What did we forget to ask?



4/11/2014 16:
06:39 1

Other than working well with the
bureau chief, not really. I do think
there needs to be an additional
bureau chiefs or editors to work
with stations. 4 is not enough.

national visibility for your station,
training for station news staff

Yes, have a great relationship
with the bureau chief, Russell
Lewis, and we are often on NPR.
But I have little interest in going
beyond that. More trouble than
it's worth.

large (8 or more
full-time
staffers)

Do you trust NPR overall? Do
you want to work with NPR on
fundraising? To both questions,
the answer is no. However, I
understand what Russell (whom I
do trust) is trying to do. But, I
think a lot of the change has to
come from members stations that
are committed to providing good
journalism. Too many stations
suck.

4/11/2014 16:
20:47 3 improved coverage of your region We rarely pitch stories to NPR.

medium (4-7
full-time
staffers)

Timestamp

Is more
collaboration
between NPR
and member

stations
needed?

If you have been part of a
collaboration with NPR or

another partner, what have been
the elements of success or

factors to failure?

What does your newsroom most
want to get out of collaboration

with NPR?

Would you characterize your
current relationship with NPR as

collaborative?

What size is
your

newsroom? What did we forget to ask?



4/11/2014 16:
32:35 5

Success comes with having a
leadership team for editorial
decisions. This team has
included ND's and NPR Bureau
Chiefs in past breaking news.
With that has come shared
Google docs, shared cell #'s for
calls and texts, and even daily
conf calls so that we can avoid
duplicative coverage and
over/under staffing of the news.
(Staggered shifts for reporters
and editors during breaking news
can also be worked out -
displayed on a simple grid in a
shared Google doc.)
 
Sometimes NPR's layers of
editors gets in the way. For
example, the bureau chief in our
region does not edit the NPR
correspondent here - so he's not
always aware what the
correspondent's marching
orders/deliverables are.
 
Sharing raw tape is very useful
but putting it on Armstrong can
be problematic. Reporters have
gone in there to upload/download
audio and have found that it's
really easy to make a mistake
and delete something on the
server!!! That's made member
station people gun shy about
using it for shared audio
purposes.

national visibility for your station,
improved coverage of your
region, better communication
from NPR about coverage and
programming, training for station
news staff, resource sharing and
increased efficiency, coordination
of national and local coverage

Yes - when it comes to our
relationship with the bureau
chief. When it comes to the NPR
correspondent in our market -
he's very collaborative and open
but he has to follow his editor's
lead in terms of story choices,
etc. Sometimes that means
duplication and sometimes it
even means we get "old" news (a
national piece that's behind the
local coverage curve).

large (8 or more
full-time
staffers)

Keeping the organizational
structure as flat as possible is
encouraged. Keep the
newsrooms and their editorial
leaders at the table. Senior
managers, including GMs, need
to delegate and trust those who
lead the editorial efforts.

Timestamp

Is more
collaboration
between NPR
and member

stations
needed?

If you have been part of a
collaboration with NPR or

another partner, what have been
the elements of success or

factors to failure?

What does your newsroom most
want to get out of collaboration

with NPR?

Would you characterize your
current relationship with NPR as

collaborative?

What size is
your

newsroom? What did we forget to ask?



4/11/2014 18:
52:15 4

1. Communication
2. Follow-up -- specifically in
terms of training.  We've often
sent reporters to two day (or
more)  intensive training sessions
from NPR. The only one with
lasting impact had a follow-up
component.  My reporter
continued to work with an NPR
editor on two ideas per week for
probably a month or so. That
experience was invaluable on
multiple levels.

improved coverage of your
region, better communication
from NPR about coverage and
programming, training for station
news staff, resource sharing and
increased efficiency

Yes, because we had a terrific
relationship with Russell Lewis.
A true pro at communication,
always willing to lend expertise
and exceedingly understanding
about the need to fill our local
news hole first, Russell's talents
MADE the relationship.

medium (4-7
full-time
staffers)

What is the desired result of this
effort?   Is it to help NPR
streamline it's operations?  Is it to
build a deeper bench for national
filers?

3

better communication from NPR
about coverage and
programming, training for station
news staff, resource sharing and
increased efficiency, coordination
of national and local coverage

Our newsroom routinely files
stories that air on ATC and ME.

large (8 or more
full-time
staffers)

4

It’s often difficult to find a good
way to work together, especially
if two different mediums.  (we
worked with a TV station’s
website staff)  More time needs
to be spent on “how” to do it
before actual work begins.

national visibility for your station,
improved coverage of your
region, better communication
from NPR about coverage and
programming, training for station
news staff, resource sharing and
increased efficiency

Yes, we work well with our
Bureau Chief.  No major issues

medium (4-7
full-time
staffers)

improved coverage of your
region, better communication
from NPR about coverage and
programming, training for station
news staff, resource sharing and
increased efficiency, coordination
of national and local coverage We work closely with NPR.

large (8 or more
full-time
staffers)

Timestamp

Is more
collaboration
between NPR
and member

stations
needed?

If you have been part of a
collaboration with NPR or

another partner, what have been
the elements of success or

factors to failure?

What does your newsroom most
want to get out of collaboration

with NPR?

Would you characterize your
current relationship with NPR as

collaborative?

What size is
your

newsroom? What did we forget to ask?


